is in P.
Henceforth, all models considered are models of Peano arithmetic. We denote these models by ^V and ^/ί with universes of N and M respectively.
For any set X we denote by X n the set of ^-tuples of elements of X. If deX n (the bar being only for emphasis), we let α< be the ith coordinate of α. Thus if a e X n , then a = <α 0 , , α w _i>. If X -(X o , , X n^} we occasionally write xeX ίoτ xeX o x x X n^. For any ^V" a set R c N n is definable (in ^Y % ) if it is defined in <yV~ by a formula in which parameters from N are allowed. A set X c N is ^Y 1 -finite iff X is bounded and definable. If X iŝ K-finite and RaN n+ι is definable, then {QczN n :{x} x QdR for some x e X] is an <^^finite collection of sets. We choose some binary formula, say φ(x, y), which indexes finite sets. That is, for any model ^s£ let F ^ be a function such that if aeM, then F^(a) = {b e M: ^€ t= φ(a, 6)}. Then F^ is a bijection from M to the set of #-finite sets. We define the binary relation <] by x <\ y iff F(x) is a proper initial segment of F(y). Notice that (M, <] ) is treelike in the sense that <\ is a partial ordering of M such that the set of predecessors of any element is linearly ordered. In general, (M, <φ is not well-founded although every nonempty definable set has a <]-minimal element. If x = (x 0 , , x n^} and y = <τ/ 0 , , i/ n-1 >, we set x <\y iff &< <| y i for each i < n.
We say that ^f is an end-extension of ^^ iff Λ^cz^f and AT is a <-initial segment of M. The model ^V is £-MA;e iff card (N) -fc but every ^//-finite set has cardinality < tc.
In proving the MacDowell-Specker Theorem one shows that an ultrafilter can be defined in any model and that the ultrapower is then a proper elementary end-extension. Of course, the ultrafilter is not over the set of all subsets of the model but only over the Boolean algebra of the definable sets. Then in constructing the ultrapower one only considers the definable functions. This type of construction originated with Skolem [6] , who used it to get nonstandard models of arithmetic.
We use a slightly more general type of construction. Suppose that Λ" is a model and U an ultrafilter over the Boolean algebra of all definable w-ary relations of Λl Then let ^€ be the ultrapower of ^r restricted to definable w-ary functions. It is routine to verify in such a setting that Los' Theorem (see, for example, [1, Theorem 2.2] ) still remains true; in particular, Λ^ is elementarily embeddable in ^ in a canonical way. We call such an ^ a Skolem ultrapower of ^f", and denote it by *Λ" U . In § 1 we give a proof of the MacDowell-Specker Theorem. It is then shown that the construction results in models with few classes. In particular, if it is regular, then in any /r-like model constructed by their method all the classes are definable.
We discuss generic classes in § 2. Whenever cf(κ) > ω, then in any /c-like model constructed by the MacDowell-Specker method there are no generic classes. This is in contrast with Theorem 2.7 which asserts that in any model with cofinality ω there are a host of generic classes.
In § 3 we show how to construct elementary end-extensions which have many classes. Theorem 3.1 extends the MacDowellSpecker Theorem. If g? is an ^/-generic collection of classes, then {yY\ <^) has an elementary end-extension in which each Xe 3f is properly extended. From this we can deduce one of the main results of this paper: If there exists a /r-Kurepa tree and if Λ^ is a model such that card (N) < Λ:, then ^V has a Λ -like elementary end-extension with at least tc + classes. The methods used for constructing such models owe much to similar methods developed by Keisler [3] . In fact, he constructed such models in the case K = ω t .
He also did so in the case that ic = λ + , card (N) = λ, and Λ~ is saturated, 1. The MacDowell-Specker Theorem* In this section we sketch a proof of the MacDowell-Specker Theorem. We do this in order to show that if tc is regular and ^V is a Λr-like model constructed according to their prescription, then all classes are definable. This fact, which is Theorem 1,5, was pointed out to me by S. Simpson. . Every model of P has a proper elementary end-extension.
Proof. Let <9 > <(α?, y):i <co) be a list of all formulas of two variables. Then, using the fact that induction holds, we can find formulas ψ t (x) such that for each n < ω the following is a theorem of P:
Let ^K be a model of P and and let U = {{be N: ^K |= ψ^a, b) < >ψi(a)}: aeN and i < ω) .
Then U is an ultrafilter over the Boolean algebra of definable subsets of <yK Clearly Λ^1 1 is a proper elementary end-extension of
In the proof of Theorem 1.1 the ultrafilter U and, consequently, also the extension ^K u are completely determined by the sequences (&% (%, v) :
We call any such extension ^ί^u of Λ^ a MacDowell-Specker extension of <yK A MacDowell-Specker chain is a sequence iyVl\ v < a) such that each ^ί χ l +1 is a MacDowellSpscker extension of ^K, and for d a limit ordinal ^¥1 -U DEFINITION 1.2. If ^Γ is a model of P and XaN, then X is a cZαss (of ^f^) iff X is not ^/^finite but the intersection of X with each ^//-finite set is Every class is unbounded, and every unbounded, definable set is a class. A class can be thought of as a branch of the treelike structure (JV, <|) which has the same length as (N (x, u, v) in the language of {^4^ £f) the following is true in {^V] 3f): (x, u, v) • (3^; < z)φ(x 9 u, v)\ .
Similarly, we say that £f satisfies induction iff for each (n + l)-ary formula <p (x, y) , the following is true in
We say that X satisfies replacement or induction whenever {X} does. It is well-known that ^ satisfies replacement whenever it satisfies induction. In light of the fact that for regular fc the collection of all classes of a /r-like model satisfies replacement, the next theorem extends the previous one. THEOREM 1.6. If (^K\ v ^ a Proof. The proof is like that of the previous theorem; however, we use replacement as a substitute for regularity. Let X be a class of Λ^ which satisfies replacement. Then we need only note that, due to the fact that cf(a) > ω, there is v < a such that 2* Generic classes* A property that a class can have is that of being generic. In this section we consider generic classes. More generally, we consider generic collections of classes. DEFINITION Proof. Let RdN n be a definable dense relation, and let X e <^n. There is some v < δ such that R Π N? is a definable dense relation in ^<. Then there is a e R Π N™ such that each F(a^) is an initial segment of X { Π .N*. But then ae R and each i^) is an initial segment of X { .
The next two lemmas can be proved by forcing. We use as conditions the sets which are finite in the sense of the model, and p extends q when q <] p. Then standard forcing techniques are used. See, for example, [5] . LEMMA 
Let us assume that in some definable way there is an enumeration of all ^^finite sequences of elements of N. We denote by (a) the sequence enumerated by a, and denote the length of (a) by /{a). We
Then for each n < ω it is easily seen that the following is a theorem of P: (* Λ ) For every sequence (α) there is (&) |> (a) such that for all i 9 3 < n, whenever x < /(α), R\ t9 is dense and c 0 ,
,
Now let (c n :n<ω) be an increasing cofinal sequence in <sY~. By induction we get, for each n < ω, sequences (a n ) and (b n ) where S(a n ) = /(δ % ) = c Λ . Let (α 0 ) be the identity sequence of length c 0 . Now suppose that we have (α ft ) In (* w ) take (a) to be (α Λ ) and set (6 n ) = (6). Now let (α» +1 ) be the sequence of length c n+ί such that (a n+1 )c = (6 W ) C when c < c Λ , and (a n+1 ) e = c when c Λ ^ c < c Λ+1 .
For each ce N there is n < ω such that c n ^ c < c Λ+1 Let
In Theorem 2.7 suppose that card (N) -K. Then it is possible to get such an £? for which each ^-finite set is an initial segment of ιc ω different Ie^ This is the best to expect since there are only fc ω distinct classes. In summary, let ^V be a model of cardinality < tc. We know that it has a /r-like elementary end-extension ^f 9 Proof. We first describe the plan of attack. By Lemma 2.5 we know that the model (^Y\ ^) satisfies induction. Thus, for each finite subset ^/ of gf there is a proper elementary end-extension of (^7 g^). However, we want to construct these extensions in some uniform way so that they all cohere. That is, we want to be able to form their direct limit using Tarski's Union Theorem (Theorem 1.9 of [5] ) so as to get a proper elementary end-extension of We use the following piece of notation. If e:n~+j and a -<α 0 , , α y _!>, then we set P e (a) = b, where b k = a e(k) for each k < n. If R is a set of i-tuples, then we also set P e (R) = {P e {^Y δ e iϋ}. Our aim is to form a directed system (^{X)\ Xe D}, where D is the set of all finite sequences of distinct elements of <%f, and X<Ϋ whenever there is some (necessarily unique) function e:n->j such that P e (Ϋ) = X. Each ^/ί(X) is to be an elementary end-extension of <yV" such that each X t is an initial segment of an ^C(F)-finite set. Furthermore, whenever X< Ϋ, there is an elementary embedding fΊ,γ ^(X)-+*s#{X) which fixes the elements of ^V\ and if X < Ϋ< Z, then f Ί , Έ = fγ,z°fx,ψ
Then the direct limit of {^f(X):XeD} is the desired model. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, the models ^€{X) are constructed by getting a certain ultrafilter V(X), and then letting ^t(X) be the Skolem ultrapower <yΓ vΓx) . The problem of the coherence of all the ^{X)
is then transferred to that of the coherence of all the ultrafilters V(X).
To proceed with the proof, let (<P n (t, %, Vo, , 2/»-i): n < ω) be a list of all formulas with the free variables t, x, y 0 , y u . Our first goal is to get formulas ψ n (z, s) with certain properties. Think of ψ n (z, s) in the following way: For each n < ω and each ae N, let St be the set of .^finite sequences p such that p = (s) for some s for which ψ n (a, s) holds in <yK (Recall that (s) denotes the Λf inite sequence enumerated by s.) Then the sets S? should have the following properties (all of which can be formulated as theorems of P):
(1) S% is a nonempty set of sequences each of length a. 
If p e S2 and p <\q, then there exists reSt such that q <\r (that is, S% is dense in itself).
(4) Suppose that p e S*, and that / is a definable function such that c<2/(c) < 6 for each c < a. Then geS^ where q c = p /(c) for each c < α.
(5) For each n < ω and each t 9 let / t * be the (definable) w-ary function such that f t n (Vo, , 2/*-i) is the least α? for which φ u (t, x, y) V x = t holds in ^ Whenever ί < a and α 0 < α Λ _j. < a, then there is b such that for any peS", f t n (p aQ , •• ,2>α Λ _ 1 ) = δ (6) SΐaSl whenever n < m < ω.
To show the existence of the formulas ψ n (z, s) satisfying properties (l)-(6), one uses induction on n, and then uses induction on the variable z inside of the model. The essence of the formal induction is the following lemma.
LEMMA. For each n let T n be a set of finite sequences all of the same length such that T n is dense in itself. Furthermore, suppose that T m Z) T n whenever m < n, and that P is a finite partition of T Q . Then there is TaT 0 such that TdE for some EeP, and for each n, T f) T n is dense in itself.
This lemma is easily proved. In fact it can easily be formulated and proved as a theorem scheme of P. Using this lemma we prove the existence of sets S α m . This proof can of course be given in P so that we actually show the existence of formulas ψ m (z, s) .
Let us suppose that φ Q (t, x) is a universally valid formula so that we can set Sa = {p: p is a sequence of length a such that b < p b for each b < a} .
Also set So w = {0} for each m < ω. As an inductive hypothesis, suppose that S£. has been defined for each m ^ n and each Property (1*) follows immediately from (1), property (2*) is trivial, and (3*) can easily be proved from (4) and (6) . Property (5*) is immediate from (2), and (6*) is a consequence of (5). Property (4*) follows from (4). For, suppose that x <\ y and Re U(x). Then R -R?(x) for some m and a. Let 6 be sufficiently large: choose b > max (y 0 , , y n , a). Now let / be the definable function such that
Then using (4) Properties (l*)-(4*) imply that V(X) is a filter in the Boolean algebra of definable w-ary relations. (5*) implies that this filter is nonprincipal. Suppose, furthermore, that each X { is a member of the generic collection <%f. Hence it follows from (6*) (more accurately, from the formalization of (6*) as a theorem scheme of P) that V(X) is an ultrafilter. More generally, (6*) implies that some member of each ^//-finite collection whose union is N n is a member of V(X). We can now form the Skolem ultrapower ^/f(X) = Λ^V {X) of ^ K Since V(X) is closed under .^finite intersections, the model ^fZ{X) is an elementary end-extension of ^/K We wish to show that each X { is an initial segment of an ^^(X)-finite set. It suffices to show that there is fe^//{X) such that for all aeX i9 ^/f (X) \= a <] f. By (5*) the function / defined by f(a) -cii clearly has this property.
The ultrafilters V(X) have a certain property which guarantees that the models ^/Z(X) cohere. Suppose that e:n~+j, Ϋe^f j and X = P e (Ϋ) e £f n . We easily get from (4) that
V(X) = {P e (R):ReV(Ϋ)}.
Thus there is an elementary embedding fχ,γ\ ^£{X) -> ^f(F) which fixes the elements of Λ r . If g: N n -> N is definable in ^4^ then let By the use of Los' Theorem for Skolem ultrapowers, it is easily verified that fj,y is an elementary embedding. We form a directed system of structures. Recall that D is the set of finite sequences of distinct elements of <£f. Thus (D, <) is a directed set such that whenever X < Ϋ, then fχ,ψ: ^/ί{X) -> Λ? (Ϋ) is an elementary embedding. Also it is clear that if X < Ϋ < Z, then fχ 9 z =fγ,z°fx,γ Thus, (^f(X):XeD} is a directed system of structures, so that now applying Tarski's Union Theorem we get the direct limit ^/t 09 which is an elementary end-extension of <yV] and each IGJ^ is an initial segment of some ^^-finite set.
We want, however, a proper elementary end-extension of {^f7 2 ). To this end, let < ^: i <^ ω} be a MacDowell-Specker chain, and set // -c^C Since each JG j^4 7 is an initial segment of an ^/f-fimte set and cf{^ί) -ω, then according to Theorem 2.7 there is an ^£-generic g/ such that (^7 £f) c (^ g^). But then (^v; 2 Then, in the construction of ^f(X), the element c corresponds to a function definable in ΛZ Now the ultrafilter
We use Theorem 3.1 along with the existence of certain trees to build models with special properties. The method is based on [3] .
We say (T, <) is a tree iff < is a partial ordering of T such that the set of predecessors of any element is well-ordered. We let T a be the set of elements whose set of predecessors has order type a. A tree (Γ, <) is a Λ -tree iff both (i) T a = 0 iff it <: a, and (ii) for a < /c, card (Uί^V v < a )) < κ A branch of a tree is a maximal, linearly ordered subset of the tree. We consider /c-trees which have exactly λ branches of length K. Such a tree with λ > fc is a /c-Kurepa tree. It is known that under the assumption of GodeΓs Axiom of Constructibility V -L, there exist /c-Kurepa trees for each tc ^ ω. (See [2] .) Notice that whenever 1 ^ λ <^ tc, there are trivial Λ:-trees with exactly λ branches of length ΛΓ.
Suppose that λ = 0,1 or λ is an infinite cardinal. We say that Ϋ" has generic dimension X iff there is an ^//-generic Mf such that each class of ^V" is definable in {^V\ <%f) and card (J2f) -λ. The generic dimension, if it exists, is unique. For, suppose that <^f and / are ./f^generic such that each class of Λ r is definable in (^7 <%f) and (^^). If a) ^ card ( f^7 ) ^ card (2^), then there is ^ocŝ uch that card (£f) = card (^0) and each Ie^ is definable in (^f7 έ^0)> so that each Fe ^ is definable in (Λ^&Ό). Hence ^0 = â nd so card (Jέf) = card (^). Argue similarly for finite generic dimension. Theorem 1.5 asserts the existence of /r-like models with generic dimension 0 for each regular /c > ω; the next theorem generalizes this assertion. Notice that if λ Ξ> fc and ^V is /r-like with generic dimension λ, then Λ r has exactly λ classes. Proof. Let (T, <) be a /r-tree with exactly λ branches of length tc. Without loss of generality we can assume that each element of T is contained in some branch of length tc. By induction we get ;: v < K) and (X t : teT) as follows.
Suppose v = 0. Let a = card (T 0 )Ό) (ordinal multiplication). Let <^^: ί g α) be a MacDowell-Specker chain such that . ^ = ^K We set Λo = ^f a . According to Theorem 2.7 there is an .^-generic <%f such that card (<%?) = card (T o ). So we let {X«: te T o } be ^-generic, and X s and X t are distinct whenever s and £ are. Now suppose v < fc and that we have ^K and {X t : te T v ) which is ^-generic, and X s and that X t are distinct whenever s and ί are. We use Theorem 3.1 with ^K = -^ and JT* = {X t : t e TJ to get ^f as in the theorem. Furthermore, we can get ^£ such that e/OT) = ω and card (AT) = card (N u ) + card (T,). Set ^T v+1 = .^#1 Now using Theorem 2.7 again we can find ^C +1 -generic <&f such that card (gf) = card (T> +1 ). Actually we can get {X*: te Γ v+1 } which, besides having distinct elements and being ^<; +1 -generic, has the property that whenever seϊ 1 ,, te T v+1 , s < t, then X s is a proper initial segment of X t .
For the case of limit ordinals, let 8 < K be a limit ordinal. Then let ^ = U Pfς: α < 3}, and for each te T δ , let X = U ίX' s < ί}. By Lemma 2.4 {X 4 : te T δ ) is ,^7-generic. Now let ^^ = U {^Γ: y < ft}. We claim that ^£ has the desired properties. Clearly ^ is a /r-like elementary end-extension of <yK Now let f = {U {^: teB}:B is a branch of length Λ:} .
By the construction, card (J^) = λ. We continue as in the proof of Theorem 1.5. Let X be a class of ^. By constructing an elementary tower of models, we easily see that there is a v < tc and a sequence (Y t : te T v ) of elements of %/ such that Γ, -< (^< x, r*) tβΓv .
By Lemma 1.3, X f] N> +1 is a class of ^K+i so that In N u is definable in (^ , X t ) teTu .
But then X is definable in Theorem 3.2 is the best possible in the following sense: if re is regular, λ ^ ω, and there is a /r-like model ^f^ with generic dimension λ, then there is a /»>tree with exactly λ branches. We need only consider the case that λ > tc. Let ^V be such a /c-like model and let g? be the collection of all classes of ΛΊ Now choose CaNto have order type Λ:. Let T={(c, A): ceC and 4 = {a;Gl: x<c} for some X€ ,^}, and let (<?, -A)<(d, 5) iff c < d and A = {a;e -B: α;<c}. Then (T, <) is the desired /c-tree, each branch of length tz corresponding to a unique element of gf.
The next theorems can be proved with a construction like that in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We can apply these results to models of ZF set theory. For models of ZF a generic collection of classes is simply a collection of mutually Cohen-generic reals. The theory ZF does not, however, fall into the general scheme of Peano arithmetic described at the beginning of the Introduction. But this is easily remedied by collapsing the universe onto ω. In a model ^C of ZF, consider the notion of forcing in which the forcing conditions are one-to-one functions with natural number domains and which are ordered by inclusion. If G is a generic filter, then F = \J G is a one-to-one function from ω onto M. Then the structure (^t 9 F) still satisfies (finite) induction and can be considered (essentially) as a model of some theory P. Since generic filters always exist in countable models, we get the following theorems: THEOREM 3.6 The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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